
IS YOUR FIRST STEP
IN SECURITY

Entrance is the main source for people coming into a building. By 
effectively filtering out all “bad people” and only allow “good 
people” to go in, you already eliminated 90% of the potential 
security threats in the building. 

MAG design is optimized to remove all unnecessary function to 
give you more affordable entrance gates.  All MAG gates are well 
supported by localized spare parts availability so that you can use 
our product with peace of mind. 

Making the right choice for your entrance is the first step in your 
building security.

MAG PEDESTRIAN GATE SECURES THE ENTRANCE AS FIRST LEVEL OF PROTECTION
FOR YOUR BUILDING



SWING BARRIER

FLB130 Series flap barrier is the pedestrian gate that offer the most 
efficient opening / closing. Limited movement trajectory of flap wing 
reduce the possibility of damage by vandalism attempt making it 
more robust. Flap wing retracted into housing does not take up any 
space clearance for a full access.  Allow small to medium size of 
luggage to pass through.

FLAP BARRIER

GREEN LIGHT lining along the edge 
of transparent wing .

SPECIAL EFFECT

YOUR FIRST STEP IN SECURITY

FLB130 SERIES

FLB131- single wing
FLB132 - dual wing

FULLY AUTOMATIC MOTORIZED RETRACTABLE WING

SWB100 
SWB100 turbular swing barrier has smallest installation footprint 
while offering widest opening clearance to allow big boxes, 
trolley, wheel chair, baby stroller or user with big luggage to pass 
through with comfort. 

SWB100 can install with customized railing to achieve auto close 
after pass by. The railing build in IR sensor enable auto close and 
safety auto reverse function on SWB100 swing barrier.

Optional : Optional : 
Railing With Railing With 

IR SensorIR Sensor

Widest 
Maximum
1200 mm1200 mm 
Passage

FULLY AUTOMATIC MOTORIZED SWING BARRIER GATE



Optional : 
Railing With 

IR Sensor

SLB200

MOTORIZED SLIDING GLASS

SLB201 - single glass panel
SLB202 - dual glass panel

SWING BARRIER SLIDING BARRIER
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SEMI AUTOMATIC OUTDOOR TURNSTILE

FULL HEIGHT TURNSTILE

SWB200 is designed to be slimmest of all 
pedestrian gate. Slim form factor save space 
and allow you to put more gates to digest 
higher traffic. More glass surface that makes 
it look very elegant to elevate premium 
atmosphere of any building lobby. High 
speed advance servo motor is used to 
achieve faster pass through rate.

SWB200 offer wide and full clearance 
opening to allow pedestrian with luggage 
to pass through with comfort. 

SWB200
SLB200 series is an innovative pedestrian 
control technology that designed to achieve 
best balance of quality, performance and 
affordability.

SLB200 series provide a combination of 
reliable mechanical as well as electronic 
restriction for unauthorized visitor while still 
maintain a welcoming atmosphere. High 
door panel design prohibit attempts to 
climb over. access control and time 
attendance reader can be integrated into 
sliding barrier.
 
SWB201 - single panel
SWB202 - dual panel

TTS713 offer maximum security for outdoor 
application. Full height cage prevent user 
from crawling underneath or climbing over 
to gain unauthorized access into premise. 
Full height turnstile can effective control 
single pass through each time.

Semi auto turnstile operation is based on 
solenoid lock that selectively allow or block 
rotation direction. TTS713 is built with high 
quality material to withstand outdoor 
usage for years to come.

TTS713

MOTORIZED SWING BARRIER GATE



Optional : 
Railing With 

IR Sensor

TRIPOD TURNSTILEDROPBOX

SEMI AUTO TURNSTILECARD COLECTOR DROP BOX

TTS470 is a fully automatic tripod turnstile 
that is design for heavy traffic of public mass 
transportation such as bus or train station. 
TTS480 is using high duty cycle servo motor 
and robust mechanical gear system to cater 
continuous non-stop pedestrian traffic 
during peak hours. 

TTS470 is equiped with more advance 
control system to accomodate rough usage 
and force pass through attempts.

DBX100 is a dropbox type card 
collector. User can drop their visitor 
card into the dropbox to gain access for 
exit or entry. 

DBX100 can be integrated with any 
access control reader. DBX100 design is 
simplified to achieve highly affordable 
solution for ticketing and visitor 
management system.
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HEAVY DUTY MOTORIZED TURNSTILE

TTS310 is a mini semi auto turnstile. Small 
form factor allow it to fit into tight space. It 
has exact same internal system and features 
with TTS350L. 

TTS350L is a semi auto turnstile based on 
solenoid lock. Its unique mechanical drive 
design allow the arm to be pushed 
effortlessly and auto-rotate back without any 
electric motor. Sturdy rock solid internal 
mechanical parts design maximize its 
durability for industrial usage. Modular 
design so that you can easily replace any 
parts by yourself.
 
TTS350L is optimized economical solution for 
indoor.  


